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GOVERNMENT NOTICES 
GOEWERMENTSKENNISGEWINGS 

I No. 958 

DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND CULTURE 
DEPARTEMENT VAN KUNS EN KULTUUR 

7 October 2005 

BUREAU OF HERALDRY 

APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION OF HERALDIC REPRESENTATIONS AND 

OBJECTIONS THERETO 

SECTIONS 7,7AAND 7B OF THE HERALDRY ACT, 1962 (ACT NO. 18 OF 1962) 

The under mentioned bodies and persons have applied in terms of section 7 of the 

Heraldry Act, 1962 (Act No. 18 of 1962), for the registration of their heraldic 

representations. Anyone wishing to object to the registration of these heraldic 

representations on the grounds that such registrations will encroach upon rights to which 

he or she is legally entitled should do so within one month of the date of publication of this 

notice upon a form obtainable from the State Herald, Private Bag X236, Pretoria, 0001. 
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1. APPLICANT: Southern African Institute of Government Auditors (H4/3/1/3963) 

Banner: Per pale, Vert and Or, a bunch of three keys, their bows interlaced and 

their wards in the form of the letter “E”, one erect, one in bend and one in bend 

sinister, placed within a ring of five roundels placed one, two and two, all 

counterchanged; a fringed border compony Vert and Or. 
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2. APPLICANT: Pirates Rugby Club (H4/3/1/4048) 

BADGE: On a background Argent, a skull and crossbones, there below a rugby 

ball all Gules. 

3. APPLICANT: The Cape Town Club (H4/3/1/4049) 

ARMS: Quarterly: I, Azure, placed upon two barrulets wavy in base, a lymphad, 

sails set, flags and pennants flotant to dexter, Argent; II, Argent, a Tudor rose 

barbed and seeded proper; Ill, Argent, a thistle slipped and leaved proper; IV, 

Azure, a portcullis Argent; the shield is placed within a strap and buckle Azure 

inscribed with the words ‘CAPE TOWN CLUB 1895” in letters Argent, the strap 

ensigned with a mural crown Gules, masoned and arrow-slitted in the form of a 

cross, Argent. 

4. APPLICANT: Maquassi Hills Local Municipality (H4/3/2/741) 

ARMS: Per fess Azure and Vert, in chief an equilateral triangle Argent, its lower 

points couped and surmounted in fess by two equilateral triangles, conjoined 

Argent, their lower points couped, in base two sunflowers proper and a maize cob 

Argent, leafed Or, placed two and one, at fess point a faceted diamond Azure. The 

shield is flanked on either side with a twig consisting of flowers and leaves of the 

Fever Bush (Lippia Scaberrima). The shield is ensigned with a rustic mural crown 

Brunitre, masoned Or, heightened on the crenellations and crenelles with 

representations of bound wooden palisades proper. 
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5. 

6. 

MOTTO: OUR HERITAGE 

APPLICANT: Greater Sekhukhune District Municipality (H4/3/2/748) 

ARMS: Vert, a bar wavy Argent, charged with another Azure, between in chief 

three billets placed fesswise and edged chape, Argent, and in base two ears of 

wheat in saltire, Or; a chief dancetty, Argent. The shield is ensigned of a mural 

crown Or, charged with a bar Vert, there upon three billets placed fesswise and 

edged chape, Argent, issuant from the embattlements Argent, a demi-sun Gules, 

charged with a demi bezant. 

SUPPORTERS: On both sides, statant upon a branch, a Pied Kingfisher proper. 

MOTTO: RE YA AGA SIYAKHA 

APPLICANT: Kgetleng River Local Municipality (H4/3/2/765) 

ARMS: Per bend sinister wavy, Argent and Azure, in chief an eland’s head and 

neck proper and in base two bendlets sinister of the first. The shield is ensigned 

with a rustic mural crown Brungtre, masoned Sable, heightened on the 

crenellations and crenelles with representations of bound wooden palisades 

proper. 

MOTTO: RE A KGONA, ONS KAN, WE CAN 

7. APPLICANT: Mohokare Municipality (H4/3/2/800) 

ARMS: Per chevron the peak crennelated Argent and Vert, in chief a sun Gules 

charged with a bezant, there upon a fillet annulet also Gules, at fess point a spear 

and knobkierie in saltire charged with a clay pot proper, in the flanks statant upon 
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the lower shafts of the spear and knobkierie and supporting the pot with their 

innermost claws, two vultures proper, in base a heraldic fountain. The shield is 

ensigned of a coronet consisting of a circlet Or, charged with a bar Argent, 

heightened with four ears of wheat Or, alternated with two maize cobs and two 

sorghum heads, Argent leafed Or. 

MOTTO: RE AHA MOTSE 

8. APPLICANT: Greater Groblersdal Municipality (H4/3/2/812) 

ARMS: Per saltire Argent and Vert, the lower partition line dovetailed, in chief 

issuant from two bars wavy Azure, a demi-sun Gules, charged with a demi-bezant, 

in base on a base Vert a tree proper, dexter a cogwheel Or, spoked Argent, and 

sinister a bunch of grapes Argent, leafed Or, and three oranges proper leafed Or. 

The shield is flanked on both sides with an ear of wheat Or. 

MOTTO: A RE BELEGANENG 

9. APPLICANT: Luca Giam bonino (H4/3/4/793) 

ARMS: Argent, on a mount Vert, a wild boar reversed passant proper, and in chief 

three ancient Italian hats, Gules, placed one and two. 

CREST: A crest coronet, consisting of a circlet Or, embellished with gemstones, 

heightened with eight pearls Argent. 

WREATH AND MANTLING: Vert and Argent 

MOTTO: RECLINANT NUMQUAM CAPITEM 
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I O .  APPLICANT: Johannes Christoffel Erasmus (H4/3/4/810) 

ARMS: Purpure, a pale Argent, charged in chief with a lyre, and in base a 

triquetra, all counterchanged. 

CREST: Statant on an open book a Crested Barbet proper. 

WREATH AND MANTLING: Purpure and Argent. 

MOTTO: NON MlNlSTRARl SED MINISTRARE 
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